Outwood Academy Valley Case Study

Insta-Theatre adds finishing
touch to purpose built school.

A new purpose built school in
Nottingham was not complete
without a SICO Insta-Theatre
in there main hall. Commenting
on the build is Adele France the
School Business Manager.
In moving into our new purpose built
school we needed a solution for our
recess in the main hall which would
allow us to continue performances on
stage; having come from the old facility
which housed a very good production
facility. After much searching we found
the ‘Insta-Theatre’ by SICO which
would offer the solution we were
looking for.
It was by no means an easy project as
the area was not a typical production
sized space. However, after initial
contact with SICO the regional sales
expert, Frazer Perry visited for a lengthy
discussion and pre-inspection of the
school site. We were able to look at
our requirements and how the InstaTheatre would work for us. From that
point onward we had regular contact,

visits and updates on progress
regarding manufacturing (including any
issues which we were able to resolve to
meet deadlines). The customer service
was very good indeed!
In came the expert fitters from the U.S.
and it was great to see the whole thing
being put together on site at the school.
It certainly added a finishing touch to the
main hall and, the beauty of it is, when
it’s not in use it all folds away behind
curtains. Very tidy!
We opted for a full solution including
new stage platforms, safety rails and
steps and found the project cost good
value for money. We have been able
to use the staging flexibly around the
school for all types of events including
our performing arts summer BBQ
where our young musical performers
are able to entertain in our atrium. It also
came in very handy for our unexpected
recent visit by Gordon Brown, Prime
Minister when we hosted a Labour Party
community event with live link interview
with Sky TV.

Adele France
School Business Manager
(Support Services Leader)

Our site team and
performing arts team were
trained on the correct
operation of the InstaTheatre by SICO so no
problems at all regarding
damage caused by
incorrect handling.
We’re now 18 months on and the
theatre is being used for school
productions and other school events.
Our experience of the theatre is its a
simple, neat solution which
is quick and easy to use to
get in any space.

Flexibility at its best.
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One day. One room. Multiple uses.
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